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Restarting the Engine
Check that the Idling Stop indicator is 
flashing, and then open the throttle.
The engine will not restart if the rider is not 
sitting astride the motorcycle.
When restarting on a slope, release the 
brakes after you feel the motorcycle begin 
to move.

u If the indicator is not flashing, you 
cannot restart the engine with the Idling 
Stop system, even if you open the 
throttle.

u In the following conditions while the 
engine is stopped by the Idling Stop 
system, the Idling Stop indicator changes 
from flashing to off and you cannot 
restart the engine, even if you open the 
throttle.
- When the side stand is lowered
- When the motorcycle has fallen over
- When the rider has not been sitting 
astride the motorcycle for approx. 3 
minutes

To restart the engine when the Idling 

Stop indicator not flashing, shift the 

transmission into neutral and press the 

start/Idling Stop button. (To restart 

except in Neutral, apply the brake lever 

firmly, and then press the start/Idling 

Stop button.)

uThe engine starts in the following 
conditions without opening the throttle 
grip.
- When changing the Idling Stop system 
from on to off

- When the gear position is changed to 
Neutral (N)

- When the motorcycle moves by 
releasing the brakes while stopped on a 
slope

- When the battery is weak
•A few seconds before restarting the 

engine, the Idling Stop indicator 
flashes quickly. After restarting, the 
Idling Stop indicator turns off and the 
system does not operate until the 
battery voltage has recovered.

•See your dealer for checking the 
battery.

- When the Hill Start Assist (HSA) system 
is activated with the brakes applied 
firmly

❙ Engine Does Not Start Even If the 

Throttle is Opened: (P187)


